KATRINE PRINCE LECTURE 2022
Monday 21st February 2022
St Martin-in-the-Fields, London

PROGRAMME:
11:00 – 12:15 Optional events as outlined on page 3 – places MUST be reserved in advance for these
13:15

Registration opens for the afternoon lectures at St Martin-in-the-Fields

13:45

Introduction and welcome

14:00

Lecture Part I by Vicky Bailey:
"I've got it!" The race to decipher Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs

14:45 Break
15:00

Lecture Part II by Vicky Bailey:
"Everywhere the glint of gold": discovery of a pharaoh's tomb

15.45 Tea and scone and networking opportunities
All are warmly encouraged to stay for tea or coffee with scone, and a chance to network with the
Prince family, invited guests and Institute colleagues.

COST*:
Early Bird Discount Rate (for bookings made on or before 31st December 2021)
£19.95 including one optional event, lecture, afternoon tea or coffee with scone
Standard Rate (for bookings made on or after 1st January 2022)
£24.95 including one optional event, lecture, afternoon tea or coffee with scone

*We are hugely grateful to the Prince Family and Trustees for subsidising the cost of the 2022 lecture in light of
the Pandemic.
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PROGRAMME INFORMATION
VICKY BAILEY, MITG
Vicky qualified as a Blue Badge guide in 2005, winning the Best Guide in Galleries award, before
going on to qualify as a City of London guide in 2006. Since 2019 she has been the site liaison
coordinator between Blue Badge Guides and the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology in London.
In 2003 Vicky completed a course on Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs at City University London and
went on to study for an advance diploma in this field, also at City, in 2009. This has enabled her to
become part of a specialised group at the British Museum who provide tours for corporate groups.
Vicky also assists in the library of the Department of Ancient Egypt at the Museum.
Since the Covid crisis, Vicky has been using her knowledge of Egyptology to provide educational
virtual tours.

LECTURE CONTENT
The lectures will be celebrating both a centenary AND a bicentenary of discoveries that furthered
our understanding of Ancient Egypt.
The first lecture, ["I've got it!" The race to decipher Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs] will look at the
discovery of the Rosetta Stone. For over 1000 years, the hieroglyphic text of Ancient Egypt was a lost
language and, with it, the whole civilisation of Ancient Egypt. Once the Rosetta Stone had been
discovered, it led to a race amongst scholars throughout Europe to be the first to decipher the
hieroglyphs. This talk will include the Greek rule of Ancient Egypt at the time of the Rosetta Stone
and how a linguistic genius succeeded in cracking the hieroglyphic code 200 years ago, leading to the
birth of modern archaeology in Egypt.
2022 marks 100 years since Tutankhamun’s tomb was discovered. In the second of her lectures;
["Everywhere the glint of gold": discovery of a
pharaoh's tomb], Vicky will look at The Valley of the
Kings, burial place of some of the most famous
pharaohs of Ancient Egypt, which has been attracting
archaeologists for generations. Most of the tombs
were robbed in ancient times, yet every archaeologist
dreamed of finding an intact tomb. This talk will cover
the discovery of one of the greatest of these:
Tutankhamun's. How did this stay hidden for so long
and how was Howard Carter successful where others
had failed? Vicky will reflect on the tempestuous
events in Ancient Egypt during Tutankhamun's
lifetime, shown in artefacts that today are displayed in museums throughout the world.
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PROGRAMME INFORMATION CONT…
Places for morning walking tours will be allocated on a first come first served basis. The guides
leading these walks all qualified in 2020 or 2021 and their biographies can be found below.

A) St James: Exclusive or Inclusive? Led by Cheryl Cates
**Fully Booked**

B) The Real Rough Guide: Homelessness and poverty in London. Led by Toby Holliday
**Fully Booked**

C) From Ballet to clubbing, and burlesque to boot! Led by Manuela Scarcone
In the city that never stops moving, what else can we do but dance? Join this walking tour to
unveil London’s vibrant dance and performing arts scene.

D) Egyptomania! Led by Gavin Skerritt
Egypt has always exerted a powerful fascination on the Western mind. This walk explores London's
"mania" for all things connected to ancient Egypt, through art, architecture and popular culture.

E) Code breakers, spies and rebels: the women of St James. Led by Felicity Wentzel
St James’s is an area widely considered to be “gentlemen’s London”. This tour will redress the
balance and introduce you to some feisty women who have called this area home.
CHERYL CATES - St James: Exclusive or Inclusive?
Born and bred in King's Lynn, Cheryl spent her childhood exploring Norfolk’s country churches and
thus began a lifelong passion for church architecture. After a 40-year career in public service,
Cheryl was awarded the MBE in 2017 for her contribution to equality and diversity.
TOBY HOLLIDAY - The Real Rough Guide: Homelessness and Poverty in London
Before becoming a Guide, Toby’s 35 year long career was in Homelessness. Most recently he has
spent 15 years working for the Connection at St Martins in the Fields, one of Central London’s
largest homeless charities.
MANUELA SCARCONE - From Ballet to Clubbing, and Burlesque to boot!
After graduating from the London Contemporary Dance School, Manuela joined Bern Ballet in
Switzerland. Returning to the UK, she continued to perform and choreograph for a range of
companies including Glyndebourne. Alongside the Arts, Manuela has simultaneously developed a
career in the travel industry as a Tour Manager. She is qualified to guide in English and Italian.
GAVIN SKERRITT - Egyptomania!
Before guiding, Gavin trained as an actor at one of the top drama schools of London. His career
changed directions when he got involved in the world of puppetry, as both a performer and maker
of traditional string marionettes. The skills he acquired as a performer, he now brings to his tours
and Gavin aims to present London in a fun and engaging way!
FELICITY WENTZEL - Code breakers, spies and rebels: The women of St James
Felicity moved to London from the beautiful (but ever so windy!) Isle of Man when she was 15 and
has been a proud Londoner ever since. As a trained actor, Felicity has done a medley of things from
performing on stage, teaching drama in Beijing, to hosting food tours in London’s East End.
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BOOKING FORM
KATRINE PRINCE LECTURE
MONDAY 21ST FEBRUARY 2022
ST MARTIN-IN-THE-FIELDS
In order to secure your place for the lecture and request a place on one of the guided walks,
you need to:
1. Email kplectures@hotmail.com with your full name, INSTITUTE number*, and your
choice of OPTIONAL EVENT in order of preference (e.g. first choice Option D, second
choice Option A, third choice Option E)
2. Make a payment to the Institute using the bank transfer details below. Please make
sure you are paying the correct amount.
3. Up to and including 31st December 2021: Pay £19.95 to include a place on one
optional event, the lecture and refreshments.
1st January 2022 onwards: Pay £24.95 to include a place on one optional event, the
lecture and refreshments.
Payment details are:
INSTITUTE OF TOURIST GUIDING
Sort Code: 08 92 99
Account: 65562143
YOUR REFERENCE: KP22 (followed by your last name)
4. Ensure you add kplectures@hotmail.com to your address book in order to receive
confirmation of your booking

Terms and Conditions:
Booking requests will be checked on a fortnightly basis and will be handled in date order. If
your payment has been received along with the information requested above, you will be
advised by email that your place has been reserved. Please note that places on the morning
walking tours will be allocated on a first come, first served basis to those whose monies
have been received and that these places are strictly limited.
Refunds cannot be issued under any circumstances.
*The Katrine Prince lecture and optional tickets/tours are only open to current members of
the Institute and student members.
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